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A b s t r a c t .  Various ways of estimating probabilities, mainly within the 
Bayesian framework, are discussed. Their relevance and application to 
machine learning is given, and their relative performance empirically 
evaluated. A method of accounting for noisy data is given and also ap- 
plied. The reliability of estimates is measured by a significance measure, 
which is also empirically tested. We briefly discuss the use of likelihood 
ratio as a significance measure. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The importance of conditional probabili ty estimation in machine learning has 
been rightly stressed in, for example, [4]. Learning algorithms generally output  
rules of the form C ~ A. An obvious measure of the quality of such a rule is 
simply P(CIA ) = p, the probabili ty that  a randomly chosen example, given that  
it is covered by the rule, is correctly classified by the ru le )  We will sometimes 
informally refer to p as the probability of the rule C ~-- A. 

The exact value of p will generally be unknown- -bu t  it can be estimated.  
Standard Bayesian techniques for the estimation of probabilities are well known 
[13,25,15]. In recent years they have been used successfully in machine learning 
[4,5,9,8,16] using m-estimation.  In this paper, we use, as well as s tandard Bayes 
estimates,  pseudo-Bayes estimates of conditional probabilities, drawing heavily 
on the work of Bishop, Fienberg and Holland [2]. 

Given tha t  we have an estimate for P(CIA ) = p, it is useful to have a measure 
of the reliability of this estimate.  This reliability is often termed the significance 
of the rule C ~-- A. A measure of significance is proposed in Sect. 7, and in 
Sect. 8.4, we map significance against estimate accuracy to check tha t  it is an 
adequate measure of est imate reliabili ty.  

2 Bayesian Estimation of Probabilit ies 

In the Bayesian approach to the estimation of an unknown quantity, for example 
the probabili ty p, a prior distribution is selected which represents information 

1 Throughout this paper, P(X)  represents the probability that a randomly chosen 
example satisfies X. 
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concerning possible values of p. As we gather data  relevant to the value of p, 
this distribution is updated via a continuous version of Bayes theorem to give a 
posterior distribution. We can then take the mean of this posterior distribution as 
a point estimate ofp. To estimate a probability, the prior is invariably constrained 
to be a beta distribution, since this makes updating it extremely easy. Beta 
distributions are parameterised by two values r0 and no (no > r0 > 0) as follows: 

( (n0-i), xro_ fr~176 = I (ro-1)'(no-ro-1)' l(1 - -  Z) n ~1 7 6  if 0 < X < 1 
elsewhere (1) 

The mean of such a distribution is r0/n0, no determines the spread or variance of 
the distribution, the distribution becoming flatter as no decreases; consequently 
no has been called a 'flattening constant '  [10] or a 'smoothing constant '  [2,23]. 

Assume our prior distribution is parameterised by r0 and no. Suppose that  
out of n examples, the event whose probability we are at tempting to estimate, 
occurs r times. The posterior distribution is then a beta distribution with pa- 
rameters rl = ro+r and nl = no+n. The mean of this distribution is ~ - ro+r 

n 1 n o - ~ - n  

and we can use this to estimate the probability in question. 

3 C h o o s i n g  t h e  M e a n  o f  t h e  P r i o r  D i s t r i b u t i o n  

On the choice of mean for the prior distribution, I concur with the value used 
in m-estimation. If we are to estimate P(CIA ) = p, we use P(C) as the prior 
mean. This choice can be justified as follows. 

Suppose the domain about which we are learning is finite and of size D. 
Hence the number of examples which satisfy A is D.P(A). Identify A, C and 
A A C with the sets of examples which satisfy them. Prior to gathering any 
training data, we have no indication about which particular examples fall within 
A, hence we model this by supposing the members of A are chosen at random. 
We have D.P(A) elements to chose, at random, from a finite domain where 
the proportion of elements in C is P(C). Such a scenario is modelled by the 
hypergeomelric distribution, so the mean number of elements of A which fall 
within C, i.e. the mean number in A A C, will be D.P(A).P(C) [11, p.139]. This 
means the mean value of P(A A C) is D.P(A) .P(C) /D -- P(A).P(C) and finally 
the mean value of P(CIA ) = P(A A C)/P(A) is P(C). 

Note, however, that  P(C) is generally not known--so it too must be esti- 
mated. Fortunately, since the whole of the training data  can be used as a sample 
with which to estimate P(C) ,  we can get very reliable estimates of i t .  In this 
paper we use Laplace estimation (see below) to estimate P(C). 

4 Selecting t h e  P r i o r  D i s t r i b u t i o n  

Recall that  the prior distribution is fixed by the values of r0 and no, and that  
the prior mean is given by r0/n0. So, from above, we have that  to~no = P(C) ~-~ 
ro = no.P(C). All that  remains is to fix a value for no. 
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4.1 B a y e s i a n  E s t i m a t i o n  

m - E s t i m a t i o n :  F i n d i n g  no E x p e r i m e n t a U y I n  m-estimation [4,5,9,8,16], 
the value no above is designated by m. Bayesian estimation is then done in 
the normal way, giving the usual estimate (r + ro)/(n + no) for p, where r and 
n are as above. With r0 = no.P(C) and no = m, the estimate becomes 

w -  . + m  - + 

The best value for m in a given domain is currently found e x p e r i m e n t a l l y -  
' . . .  several different values for m should be applied. At the end, after measuring 
the performance of the induced classifiers, the value of the m which gives the 
best performance can be selected' [9]. Such an approach has been found to be 
very successful. The extra effort required to find the best m value is outweighed 
by bet ter  estimates once it is found and put  to use. 

As can be seen from (2), the value m 'controls the balance between relative 
frequency and prior probability' [9]. A high value of m indicates that  we are very 
confident in our prior estimate for P(CIA), namely P(C). The variance of the 
prior distribution is then small. If noise is expected in the examples, m is set 
higher so that  the (noisy) value for r /n  plays less of a r61e in the final estimate. 

N o n - E x p e r i m e n t a l l y  D e r i v e d  Values  fo r  no Various non-experimentally 
derived vMues for no have been discussed in the statistical literature, a list can 
be found in [10]. In this paper we use the a priori value no = 1 and also the 
data-dependent value no = v/~. For the properties of these values see [2, p.407]. 

4.2 P s e u d o - B a y e s  E s t i m a t i o n  

Pseudo-Bayes estimation can be seen as a variety of Bayesian estimation where 
n0 is strongly data-dependent,  being a function of both v and n. This explains 
what is 'pseudo' about it. The prior distribution, determined by n0, is no longer 
truly prior, since it contains relative frequency information from the training 
data. By the same argument, one can see n0 = vrn as semi-pseudo-Bayes, since it 
depends on n; however, it is generally categorised as a plain Bayesian estimator. 

There is an infinite family of pseudo-Bayes estimators, as described in [23]. 
Here, however, we consider only the one described in [2]. There, the value [~', 
which is the maximum likelihood estimator of the optimal flattening constant 
K,  plays the r61e of no. It is defined as follows: 

/~. _ ~ ( 1  - ~) r(n - r) 
= (3)  

(P(C) - ~)= (n.P(C) - r) = 

The pseudo-Bayes estimator of p is hence given by 

+ R = + P(C) (4 )  
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5 A Non-Bayesian Approach to Estimation 

In all the experiments given below, we have that a set of training data consisting 
of N examples is drawn at random from the domain, n examples of this training 
data are in A, s are in C and r are in A A C ~ o  the rule C ~-- A has training 
accuracy r /n .  Assume the domain in question contains D examples in total. 
After the collection of training data, there are D . P ( A )  - n examples left in the 
domain which are members of A. Clearly we do not know how many of these 
are also in C, otherwise our estimation problem would be solved. However, by 
assuming that the remaining members of A are distributed at random (which 
models our ignorance about A), we can easily calculate the mean number number 
which fall in C. 

Our domain has D - N members left from which to pick. The proportion left 
in C is D.P(C)-s and we are to pick D . P ( A ) - n  examples at random. The number 

D - N  
of these examples that are in C is governed by the hypergeometric distribution, 
since we are sampling examples without replacement from a finite domain. The 
mean number of new examples in A that are also in C is thus given by 

D.P(  C) - s 
( D . P ( A ) -  n) ~--7~ 7 (5) 

We can now add in the original r examples, to get the mean number of examples 
in the domain which satisfy A A C. Dividing by D, gives the mean value for 
P ( A  A C); and, finally, dividing by P(A)  gives the following mean value for 
P(CIA) .  

(D .P(A)  - n ) (D .P(C)  - s) + r ( n  - N )  
D(D  - N ) P ( A )  (6) 

This gives an alternative non-Bayesian way of estimating p and has been tested 
by the author empirically, giving generally poor results (Table 4). One big prob- 
lem is that to get optimal estimates, the value of D had to be set far lower than 
the known sizes of domains. 

The most likely explanation for the poor performance of (6) as an estimator, 
is that the modelling assumption that A is randomly distributed will generally 
not be appropriate. The choice Of antecedents for learnt rules is, in fact, subject 
to considerable bias depending on a number of factors [20,7,14,24]. Incorporating 
such bias into the estimation of the probability of rules is an important research 
task, but is beyond the scope of this paper. 

6 Accounting for Noise 

6.1 Wink le r  and  Frankl in 's  Approach  to Accounting for Noise in 
Bayesian Estimation 

Rather than account for noise by increasing the value of no, we alter the method 
of updating the prior distribution. Winkler and Franklin [27] show how to ac- 
count for noise using both alternatives. For both cases, Winkler and Franklin 
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calculate approximations to the exact posterior distribution 2 and find tha t  with 
both methods,  the approximation is generally good. 

We adopt  the 'modified-updating'  approach because it is consonant with 
the philosophy behind Bayesian inference. The presence of noise means tha t  the 
observed values of empirical data  are unreliable. Since empirical da ta  affects esti- 
mat ion via the updat ing of the distribution, it is natural  that  noise be accounted 
for in the updat ing procedure. Prior distributions, on the other hand, are meant  
to represent prior knowledge. 3 There is no particular reason for this prior knowl- 
edge to be affected by the noise level in the training set. Another advantage of 
this approach is that  the parameters  tha t  emerge have a natural  interpretat ion 
in terms of reduced sample size, as we shall see below. The following approach 
is, with notational  changes, that  of Winkler, as given in [26]. 

We have, for the rule C ~-- A, a set of training examples with r 'successes' 
(A A C) and n - r 'failures' (A A -~C). Let the probabil i ty that  a success is 
misclassified as a failure be r and the probabili ty that  a failure is misclassified 
as a success be r The max imum likelihood est imator  o f p  ( that  value o f p  which 
makes r successes and n - r failures most  likely) is/5, where/hB = r /n  and, 

0 if r /n  < r 
= (~B - r  - r - r  if r < r / n  < 1 - r (7)  

1 if r /n  > 1 - r 

Note tha t  setting r = r = 0 (the noise-free case) entails/5 = /58 = r /n ,  as 
expected, since r/n,  relative frequency, is the max imum likelihood est imator  for 
p in the absence of noise. 

Winkler shows that ,  as long as 

r < r /n  < 1 - r 

we can set 

and 

where 

n* = n~(1 - /5 )  
(p+ cl)(1 -~+c2) 

(s) 

(9)  

(10) 

(11) 
r r 

c l -  1 - r 1 6 2  c 2 -  1 - r 1 6 2  

The observation of r successes from n examples with noise parameters  r and 
~b, is then approximately 4 equivalent to having r* successes out of n* noise-free 
examples. We have, n* < n, as long as the initial condition (8) is satisfied. So 
'[a]s anticipated, then, the noise leads to an effective reduction in sample size.' 
[26]. We can then view 1 - (n*/n) as 'a  rough measure of the proportion of 
information lost as a result of noise' [26]. 

An exact posterior distribution in the presence of known amounts of noise is possible 
to calculate, but the calculations tend to be cumbersome [27]. 

3 The qualities of pseudo-Bayes estimates show that it is sometimes worth 'cheating' 
in this respect! 

4 The approximation is particularly good when r = r which is the case we will 
consider. See [27] for various graphs showing the precision of the approximation. 
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6.2 A c c o u n t i n g  fo r  No i se  in  M a c h i n e  L e a r n i n g  

If noise accords to the Classification Noise Process model as described in [1], then 
Winkler and Franklin's method is directly applicable. In this model we assume 
that  examples are generated by an oracle, and that  the examples are subject to 
independent and random misclassification with some probability r / <  1/2. This 
is clearly equivalent to the situation described above with r = r = r/. Quinlan 
in [19] introduces y x 100% noise by replacing, with probability ~/, the correct 
classification of an example by a random one. In this case the above is applicable 
with r = r = 1 

For the noisy data  used in this paper, a measured amount of noise was intro- 
duced using the Classification Noise Process, so we set r = r = ~/. Such noise 
affects the observed value of r, whilst having no effect on the observed value of n 
(we have classification noise but no description noise--these two forms of noise 
are discussed in [21]). Also, since the noise was artificially introduced, the value 
7/is known. We do not the address the issue of estimating unknown noise levels 
here--for  a discussion of this issue see [1,22]. 

Rewriting the above equations for n* and r* in terms of r, n and ~, gives the 
following: 

n* = - - r - ( 1 2 )  
r ( n  - r )  

r* = n*p = (r - yn)2(n - r - qn) (13) 
(1 - 2~/)r(n - r) 

The above equations are only applicable if 71 < r /n  < 1-~/, an inequality that  
does not always hold. However, it is clear that  n* ---+ 0 as r /n  ---+ 1 - 7/, i.e. the 
amount of information lost due to noise tends to be total as r / n  approaches 1 -  ~/. 
Hence for values of r /n  such that  r /n  > 1 - 7/, we set n* and subsequently r* to 
zero. ~ In this case, all Bayesian and pseudo-Bayesian estimates equal the prior 
probability P(C) ,  reflecting the fact that  we have gained no real information 
from the data. 

To summarise, except for the cases mentioned immediately above, given 7/x 
100% noise and observing r successes out of n examples covered by the rule 
in question (C +-- A), we can estimate the probability P(C[A) using Bayesian 
estimation with n* and r* as updating parameters. 

7 T h e  R e l i a b i l i t y  o f  E s t i m a t e s  

It is clearly desirable not only to have good estimates of probabilities, but  also 
some measure of how good a given estimate is. We shall use the posterior dis- 
tr ibution to find P([estimate - p[ < t), which is the (posterior) probability that  
the estimate is within a certain distance (t) of the true probability. This value 
is found by integrating the posterior distribution between ( e s t i m a t e -  t) and 

5 The case when r/n < y can be dealt with similarly, but is not of interest for machine 
learning. 
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(es t imate+t ) .  6 We shall call P ( l e s t i m a t e - p l  < t) a significance measure. In our 
experiments, t was set to 0.025, since this gave convenient significance values. 

8 Empirical Results 

8.1 E x p e r i m e n t a l  P r o c e d u r e  

The data  used here is that  used in [18]. There, the value of HP Compression as 
a significance measure was considered. Unfortunately we do not have space to 
examine this issue here. 

Rules were learnt using Golem, an Inductive Logic Programming algorithm 
[17]. The learning domains were as follows 

P R O T E I N S  Prediction of protein secondary structure. We have rules which 
predict when a given residue is part of an a-helix. 

D R U G S  Modelling drug structure-activity relationships. Rules relate the struc- 
ture of a drug to its chemical activity. 

K R K  Rules for characterising illegality in two Kings and a Rook chess end- 
games. We do estimation for the cases of 5%, 10% and 20% added noise. 

The estimates used can be split into two groups. In the first group, estimation 
is undertaken without reference to testing data  (Table 1) and in the second, 
testing data  is used to find the best possible estimate (Table 2). 

Table 1. Non-empirically derived estimators 

p* Pseudo-Bayes estimation as given by (4). 

Pno=l Estimation by setting no = 1. This approach is discussed in [2]. 

Pno=v~ Estimation by setting no = vrff. This approach is also discussed in [2]. 
PL Laplace estimation. This amounts to choosing the uniform distribution 

as a prior. Estimates are given by (r + 1)/(n + 2). 

/~ Training accuracy as an estimate. This is the same as fixing no = 0. It 
is the maximum likelihood estimator. 

In a given domain, the Probability P(C[A) for each rule C ~ A was esti- 
mated using all of the above estimates. The significance of each rule was also 
calculated for the Bayes/pseudo-Bayes estimates, as described above. Noise, for 
the Bayes/pseudo-Bayes estimates, was accounted for using Winkler's approach. 

In the empirical results that follow, this integration was done by a Numerical Analysis 
Group subroutine within a Fortran program. Indeed, all results are the output of 
various Fortran programs. 
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Table 2. Empirically derived estimators 

pm m-estimation. The best value for m was found using the testing data. 
PD Estimation using (6). The best value for D was found using the testing 

data. 

Some Special Cases After we have accounted for noise, it sometimes occurs 
tha t  the values for n and r are reduced to zero (see above). In this case, Pno=d-ff 
and/~ are undefined. Since n = 0 is equivalent to having no training data,  we 
use the prior mean P(C) as an est imate in these cases, and since this es t imate 
is based on effectively no training data, significance is set of zero. 

From (3), we see that ,  r/n = 1 ==~/~ = 0. Recall t h a t / {  is used as a flattening 
constant no for a prior be ta  distribution, and that  we must  have no > 0. In 
this case, we consider what happens as /~ ~ 0 and r/n --+ 1; we have that  
p* --+ r/n = 1 and significance -+ 1. So in this case, we set both  est imate and 
significance to 1. This seems the only consistent way of dealing with this case, 
but  it gives rise to anomalous behaviour. For example, if r = n = 1, p* returns 
an est imate of 1 with m ax i m um  significance! This reveals a clear weakness with 
pseudo-Bayesian estimation as used in this paper.  

There are two more special cases for pseudo-Bayes. If  r/n = P ( C ) ,  t h e n / ~  
becomes infinite. Similarly to above, we consider what  happens as K -+ oo and 
set p* to P(C) and significance to  1. Finally if r = n = 0, /~" is undefined. Now 
/~i = 1 when n = 0, but r r 0 so we set/~" = 1 in this case, giving an est imate 
of P(C), as above. 

8.2 Looking at Mean Squared Error 

Our goal in estimation, since we are using posterior means as point estimates,  
is to minimise (estimate - p ) 2  (see [3, Appendix A5.6]). Since the value p is 
unknown, this expression can not be evaluated. So, in the following, the true 
probabil i ty value, p, for any rule is simply est imated by the testing accuracy 
of that  rule. In other words, we use relative frequency in the testing set as a 
(second) est imator  of p. Although, as our results show, relative frequency is a 
poor estimator,  we use testing accuracy since this is the s tandard method of 
evaluating rule performance in machine learning. 

For each domain and each choice of estimate,  we found the mean value of 
( e s t ima te - t r a in ing  accuracy) 2 over all the rules from a given domain. The results 
for est imates which used only the training da ta  are given in Table 3. Those for 
empirically tunable est imates are given in Table 4, with the opt imal  parameter  
values which gave these results. In both  tables, the est imate with smallest mean 
squared error is in bo ld .  

We would like more domains on which to test the various estimates,  but 
there are already some significant results. If  we exclude the Drugs domain (for 
why, see below), 15 is always the worst est imator  of all, and Pno=4"~ is always the 
best from amongst  those that  take P(C) into account. The probabil i ty of this 
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Table  3. Mean squared errors for p*, Pno=l, Pno=vrff, PL and/~ 

Proteins 

Drugs 

KRK (5%) 

p* 

7.491 • 10 -2 

3.204 x 10 -3 

8.125 x 10 -3 

Pno=l 
7.633 • 10 -2 

3.162 • 10 -3 

9.758 x 10 -3 

Pr~ 0 m 

6.038 X 10 -2  

7.079 X 10 -3 

7.813 x 10 -3  

Pz 
7.040 • 10 -~ 
3.883 • 10 -3 

9.920 • 10 -3 

8.269 x 10 -2 

2.808 x 10 -3  

1.0876 x 10 -2 

KRK (10%) 6.796 • 10 -2 6.458 • 10 -2 6.062 • 10 -2 4.324 x 10 - 2  7.400 • 10 -2 

KRK (20%) 3.464 x 10 -2 3.538 x 10 -2 2.718 x 10 - 2  3.300 • 10 -2 4.982 • 10 -2 

Table  4. Mean squared errors for pm and PD 

Proteins 

Drugs 

Pm 
2.703 • 10 -2 
(m ---- 114) 

2.808 • 10 - 3  

(m = 0) 

PD 
2 . 6 1 0  x 10 -2  
(D = 1 x 105) 

4.251 • 10 -3 

(D = 1743) 

KRK (5%) 8.545 x 10 -3  3.327 x 10 -a 
= 4) (D = 998) 

KRK (10%) 6.144 • 10 -2 4.216 x 10 - 2  
(m = 3) (D = 1000) 

KRK (20%) 1.884 x 10 - 2  2.831 x 10 -2 
(m -- 10) (D -- 1001) 

occurr ing by chance is very smal l - - these  are significant results. (This could be 
proved r igourously using nonparamet r ic  rank-order  stat ist ical  tests [12]). On the 
other  hand,  there is not  enough evidence to say tha t  Pm is superior to  the other  
Bayes /pseudo-Bayes  estimates,  since it only the best  es t imate  of this class three 
times out of  five. 

8 .3  D o m a i n  P e c u l i a r i t i e s  

In the protein domain,  the da ta  used was unsatisfactory,  since the t ra ining and 
test ing sets had significantly different propor t ions  of positive examples (residues 
which really were in a-helices). This means tha t  es t imates  derived f rom train- 
ing da t a  could be expected to be unsuccessful on the given test ing data .  This 
probably  explains why PD performed well here, as opposed to mos t  of  the other  
domains.  

The  Drugs domain is remarkable in tha t  many  rules have 100% accuracy  on 
training or test data ,  and frequently on both.  This explains why/3 (equivalently 
m-es t imat ion  with m -- 0) was the mos t  successful on this domain,  whilst being 
the worst es t imator  on all o ther  domains.  Pno=v'-ff did part icular ly badly on the 
Drugs domain.  Since in the Drugs domain,  the prior mean  was exact ly 1/2, 
P,~o=J'ff is the unique constant  risk minimax es t imator  [2, p.407]. This  es t imator  
has high expected error when the true value of  the probabil i ty to be es t imated is 
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close to 0 or 1 (see [2, Fig. 12.4-1, p.416]) and this explains its poor performance 
in the Drugs domain. 

The KRK (10%) domain is surprising since all estimators perform more badly 
there than on the KRK (20%) domain, and the optimal m value is smaller than 
on the KRK (5%) domain. Again PD is most successful here, where all other 
estimators do badly. What  has happened here is that  Golem has generated a 
number of rules of low significance that  have very large errors, thus increasing 
the total mean squared error considerably. If we cut out these rules, and look, for 
example, at only the 20 most significant rules for KRK(10%) and KRK(20%), 
we find that  estimators have lower error on the KRK(10%) domain, as expected 
(see Fig. 1). Relative frequency (~) performs badly in the KRK domains, since it 
cannot account for noise. The Bayes and pseudo-Bayes estimators react to noise 
by giving the prior mean, P(C), greater weight. In contrast, relative frequency 
can take no account of P(C). 

8.4 Comparing Squared Error and Significance 

In Fig. 1, we compare the performance of the four Bayes/pseudo-Bayes estima- 
tors p,~, Pno=l, P* and Pn0=,/'ff on the three KRK domains. We plot their mean 
squared errors over subsets of the rule base, as we progressively eliminate less 
significant rules. We will represent the number of rules left on the x-axis, and 
mean squared error on the y-axis, so the rightmost point for each estimator rep- 
resents the mean squared error over all the rules. These graphs demonstrate a 
number of important points. 

1. The significance measure is working as it should. Significant rules have lower 
mean squared error, whatever the particular estimator. 

2. The value of m used in m-estimation has been chosen to be optimal over the 
whole rule set. Such a value of m is successful over the whole set because it 
has been chosen to be reasonably successful on even quite insignificant rules 
(rules where an estimate of the probability is unreliable). The graphs for 
20% noise demonstrate this ably: the errors for less significant rules are all 
large with the exception of those estimated by m = 10. On significant rules, 
however, m-estimation is not always superior. 

3. The nth most significant rule is often the same for all estimates, as can be 
seen by the similar shape of the graphs for each estimator. 

Our significance measure is meant to give the probability that  an estimate 
diverges from the true probability by a given amount. We now put this to the 
test by mapping significance against squared error for each rule in each domain. 
We also do a scatter diagram for the combined results of three KRK domains. 
That  this diagram has the outline of the sort of curve we would expect for a 
single domain is evidence that  noise is being accounted for properly within the 
three domains. Firstly we do all this for p* (Fig. 2) and then for pm (Fig. 3). 
In the combined KRK domain, the highest point has been omitted so as not to 
interfere with the KRK(10%) graph above. 
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In the Protein domain, training and testing sets are qualitatively different, 
so both measures give unimpressive results. In the Drugs domain, the data is 
highly concentrated around the x-axis, as expected. 

Recall that  the significance measure is P ( l e s t i m a t e -  Pl < t) and we have 
t = 0.025. So significance is measuring P( les t imate-p[  < 0.025) = P ( ( e s t i m a t e -  
p)2 < 6.25 x 10-4). In Table 5 we give the number of points above and below 
6.25 x 10 -4 for several significance value intervals for the combined domain 
KRK(5%, 10%, 20%). We also give, in brackets, the values expected for that 
interval, to the nearest integer. For example, if there are 18 points with signifi- 
cance in the interval [0.3, 0.4), we expect about  o.3+0.4 x 18 = 6.3 points to be 2 
below 6.25 x 10 -4 and 11.7 above. 

Table 5. Number (expected number) of squared errors above and below 6.25 • 10 -4 

I Significance ] 0-0.1 10.1-0.2]0.2-0.310.3-0.410.4-0.5]0.5-0.6]0.6-0.7 
[p* ')6.25X,,10-4121 (22)19 (16)2 4 (18)[15,(12)4 (3)[ 0 (0)[  1 (1) 1 (0) 
J g 6 . 2 6 x l O  -~ 2 (1) 0 (3) 0 (6) [ 3 (6) 2 (3) ] 1(1) ] 1 (1) 0 (1) 

Pno=l 
< 

) Pno=v"~ _ < 

Prn :> 
<_ 

6.25 x 10 -4 15 (15) 18 
6.25 x 10-* 1 (1) 1 
6.25 x 10-* 31 (31) 37 
6.25 x 10-* 2 (2) 4 

6.25 • 10 -~ 11 (10)129 
6.25 • 10 -~ 0 (1) I 3 

(16) 25 (19) 13 (10) 4 
(3) 0 (6) 2 (5) 4 
(35) 23 (17) 17 (14) 6 
(6) 0(6)  4(7)  3 
(27) 23 (19) 14 (13) 5 
(~) 2(6)  6(7)  2 

(4) ] 1 (1)]  1 (0) 0 (0) 
(4) 1 (1) 0 (1) 0 (0) 

(5) 1o (o) 1o (o) o (o) 
(4) o (o)  o(o)  o (o)  

(4) I 0(0) ] 0(0) 0(0) I 
(3) 0(o)  o(o)  o(o)  

For all four estimators there is some correspondence between actual and 
expected values, but it appears that our significance measure is overestimating 
actual significance, since the expected number of points below 6.25 x 10 -4 is 
nearly always higher than the actual number, m-estimation is the most successful 
estimator with respect to significance, presumably since it has the advantage of 
being empirically tunable. It is also notable that the expected number of good 
estimates was close to the actual number only when significance was very low. 

9 C o n c l u s i o n s  

The main problem with the above is that much more empirical testing of the 
various estimates and the significance measure needs to be carried out. However, 
it is already clear that Bayesian and pseudo-Bayesian estimation are superior to 
the standard maximum likelihood estimator (~5), especially in the presence of 
noise. This is because Bayesian estimation can use our prior estimate, P ( C ) ,  for 
P ( C I A ) .  The success of estimation in the noisy KRK domains show that the 
proposed method of accounting for noise is working. Also, the results show the 
given measure of significance behaving roughly as it ought. 
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A Two Meanings of Significance 

My intention here is to disentangle two related but different meanings of the 
term significant which appear to have become conflated in the literature. 

Def in i t i on  1 A rule is significant1 if there is a high probability that its accuracy 
on testing data will be close to its training accuracy. 

Definition 2 A rule is significant2 if  the distribution over classes of examples 
covered by the rule is appreciably different to the distribution over classes of 
examples in the domain as a whole. 

Estimates of a rule's probability are reliable when training accuracy is likely 
to be close to testing accuracy, so we have been measuring significancet in this 
paper. Significance2 can be measured, for example, by likelihood ratio 

LikelihoodRatio = 2n tin log + (1 - r / n )  log 1 - P(C) ) ) (14) 

which is used in [6]. It is also used in [18] to measure significance1. Since it is not 
designed to measure significance1, it is not surprising that  it gives unimpressive 
results there. 

Suppose our domain is the set of people who attended ECAI-92. Consider 
the three rules: 

H A  ~- native_english_speaker --~ -~multilingual 

HB = -~native_english_speaker --* multilingual 
Hc  = brown_eyes --* multilingual 

Let us assume that  in a randomly chosen set of training examples, HA a n d / I s  
get training accuracy 95% and Hc gets 90%--fairly realistic figures! Assume that  
the number of training examples is reasonably large; so all rules have reasonably 
good cover. This means that  all will be significant1. This agrees with what we 
know about the domain--we would expect all rules to be similarly accurate on 
any possible testing set. HA is significant1 because most native English speakers, 
at ECAI-92 as elsewhere, are monoglots. Ho is significant1, because most brown- 
eyed people at ECAI-92 are multilingual. However it is clear that  although there 
is a correlation between brown eyes and multilinguMism in this domain, it is 
of a rather uninteresting nature. Hc is significantl merely because it covers 
a reasonably large number of individuals in a domain where multilingualism is 
c o m m o n .  HB, on the other hand, is significantt for rather more 'genuine' reasons 
and will be also somewhat more significant1 than He,  due to its higher training 
accuracy. 

Turning to significance2, we find that  HA is highly significant~, HB is moder- 
ately significant~ and Hc is insignificant2. Native English speakers have consid- 
erably poorer linguistic abilities than most other subsets of the domain, so HA 
is amongst the best rules for predicting --multilingual. HB is similarly a good 
rule, but P(multilinguM I-~native_english_speaker ) is only slightly higher than 
P(multilinguM I T), the probability of the default rule T --~ multilingual, 7 which 

7 which is maximally insignificant2, but highly significant1 
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decreases its significance2. As for He ,  P(multilingual I brown-eyes) will be very 
close to P(multilingual I T), so H e  will be insignificant~. 

The above argues that  the two significances are distinct, but for an important 
class of rules, high significance1 and high significance2 coincide. If a rule C ~ A 
has high training accuracy and high training cover ( r /n  ~ 1, n is big), we have 

1. Estimates of the probability of the rule will be high. 
2. Significance1 will be high. 
3. Significance2 will be high, as long as the relevant default rule (C ~- T )  has 

not also equally high training accuracy. 

This indicates that  if we are looking for rules with 'a genuine correlation 
between attribute values and classes' as Clark and Niblett are in [6], we should 
focus on rules such as above. The question remains: which is the 'best' measure 
of 'genuine correlation', the probability estimate, significance1 or significance2? 

Significance2 (likelihood ratio) certainly can be used to find 'genuine corre- 
lation' as demonstrated by its successful employment in [6]. However, I feel that  
a combination of probability estimate and significance1 measure has much to 
recommend it. For a rule C +-- A, we can see the probability estimate as a 'best 
guess' at the extent of correlation between C and A. However, there is always 
the problem that  even our best guess may be unreliable, so we can qualify the 
probability estimate with a significance1 measure. We are only confident in those 
rules which have both high probability estimate and high significance1. 
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